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MPT-350
REMOTE CONTROL KEYFOB 

MPT–350 is a keyfob designed for control of
the systems based on PERFECTA 16–WRL, 
PERFECTA 32–WRL and PERFECTA–T 32–WRL control
panels. It is also supported by MICRA alarm module and INT–RX–S,
MTX–300, VERSA–MCU controllers. It works one–way at 433 MHz
and is characterized by a transmission range of up to 400 m (in open
area). It has 5 buttons to which up to 6 control functions can be
assigned. Thus, in addition to arming and disarming the system, the
keyfob provides other functions as well. For example, it can control
equipment connected to the system (garage door, roller shutters,
etc.), call for help (panic alarm) and so on. The control buttons are
located in a special recess to prevent them from being pushed
accidentally. The device comes with an aesthetically pleasing and
durable enclosure, which protects it against harsh
environmental conditions.

supported by:
control panels: PERFECTA 16–WRL, 
PERFECTA 32–WRL
and PERFECTA–T 32–WRL
alarm module: MICRA (version 3.03 or higher)
controllers: INT–RX–S (version 1.04 or higher), 
MTX–300 (version 1.01 or higher), VERSA–MCU
(version 1.04 or higher)
controllers: RK–1K, RK–2K, RK–4K, RK–4K SMA

radio signals from a keyfob can be retransmitted by 
MRU–300
5 buttons with 6 function assignment capability
ergonomic enclosure preventing buttons from being
pushed accidentally

TECHNICAL DATA
Enclosure dimensions 38 x 78 x 16 mm
Operating temperature range -10 °C...+55 °C
Weight 30 g
Maximum humidity 93±3%
Operating frequency band 433,05 ÷ 434,79 MHz
Radio communication range (in open area) up to 400 m
Battery CR2032 3V
Environmental class according to EN50130-5 II
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